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OIG can literally move anything you need to! I mean anything! I had a big office to move with anything from big servers, cubicles, to desks and shelves, and they were very fast and efficient. They were also a very nice and fun crew to be around during the move. Moves can be hard and stressful but OIG made it look it simple and fun! Thank you to the entire team at OIG! Especially and a VERY HUGE THANK YOU to Daniel Jacob, Jason Fondon, and Juan Lopez! Will definitely use these guys again if we need to!
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Wonderful assortment of high-quality, used office furniture. I was able to furnish my ENTIRE office: sitting chairs, cubicles, desks, plants, white boards, and art work for pennies on the dollar! Very helpful and professional staff.
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Awesome fun place. Great people. Pleasure to do business with.
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Provided lots of options/samples to furnish our company office. The order process was very easy. Highly recommended.
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OIG's customer service is some of the best I've seen. I've purchased quite a few things from here... a desk, a chair, tables, etc. As we are looking to update our office, OIG will be my go to!!
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Love this company, a very close net, and family-oriented business. Always going out of their way to make sure the job is done and the customer is happy & satisfied.
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I had the pleasure of working with Andrew Muhl while furnishing my team’s new office — he was helpful, responsive and very knowledgeable throughout the entire process. I was beyond satisfied with the whole experience.
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I have made several purchases from OIG over the last few years and the service, selection, and pricing is fantastic. I especially love my Leap chair which has made a huge difference in how my back feels at the end of a long day!
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OIG is not only a reputable office furniture company, they are dedicated to giving back to their community and making our world a better place. I highly recommend working with this wonderful group!
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By far the best decision for our growing company, couldn't recommend a better company, Supreme Pest Control LLC
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Andrew was super helpful and made our experience so enjoyable! He even brought breakfast tacos to meetings!
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OIG has a great selection of office furnishings. Their showroom on Main Street in Grapevine is beautiful, and they have some of the most genuine employees you’ll ever meet.
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OIG did my friend's office and it looks great. The salesman Andrew was great to work with.
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Andrew Muhl is the best. A pleasure to work with.
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Friendly people and great at matching our needs.Love to see their new products.
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I got some furniture for my school school at Classical Classical. Could not be happier with the quality and service that was provided. Andrew Muhl was very professional and easy to work with.
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OIG cares about each customer they have Great customer service & Awesome staff! I will go to them every time!
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This showroom is gorgeous! It is the perfect place for any event! Make sure to ask for Megan Smith. She was so helpful when trying to book the place. I highly recommend this venue!
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EXCELLENT SERVICE!
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Megan and the rest of the team at OIG are fantastic! Very helpful and a joy to do business with! 10/10 recommend
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Megan and the team at OIG were fantastic to deal with. Utmost professionalism and very responsive. Would highly recommend!
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Such a fun festival stop!
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I have made multiple purchases from OIG for business and personal. They have a great selection and Amy is always great at helping you find just what you need. Their delivery teams are extremely helpful and professional. I highly recommend OIG for your next purchase!
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OIG has been wonderful! The delivery was prompt and service is outstanding!
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I've done business with OIG for the past 7 or 8 years. These are good and caring people. They are a pleasure to work with and go above and beyond the norm in managing my furniture and service needs. I highly recommend them if you need new or used office furniture, office chairs or other furniture related services.
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I LOVE my sit to stand desk. The perfect addition to my at home office.
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Great options in the showroom in a great location!
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Excellent customer service. knowledgeable staff, great selection!
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Love the atmosphere and the staff is very attentive. Megan has helped me on many occasions and I always leave with feeling cared for. Check 'em out.
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Megan was so helpful and easy to work with. I will always ask for Megan's help in the future.
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Megan was a complete delight to work with!
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Great customer service and wide variety of office furniture.
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I was in the market for furniture to update my office, and I found just what I needed with the help of OIG, and specifically Amy Clark and her crew. The process was efficient and seamless. Once I found the set I wanted Amy’s crew scheduled a time for installation. The guys were super nice and respectful. They did a great job and I would definitely order from OIG again. In fact, we might need a new home office set up soon….😉
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Great company! I bought some pre-owned furniture there and it looks brand new! Great customer service and great prices!
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Great company that can get any job done. I highly recommended OIG!
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The atmosphere is family, because the staff are just so amazing. OIG will do you right
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Love all of the office furnishings I’ve purchased from OIG!
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Steve and the crew took great care of us and it was a good experience to work with the OIG team
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We are committed to improving our community and environment by offering complete and sustainable office.
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Connect With Us

	(972) 388-7848 
	11225 N Stemmons Fwy
Dallas, TX 75229

	430 S Main St, 
Grapevine, TX 76051 US
	

Monday - Friday:
8:00 - 5:00 CST
Saturdays: 
By Appointment Only 
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